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MUSA or MEREDITH O_UINN,had Collected certified Scientific Data, Conclusions, and Fvidences which were placed
in Copyrighted Meníscripts in 1993 and 3.939 that identified Scientific Facts known by Scientists and Scholars who worked for
ELITE PERSON Organizations that was very common knowledge. Through Lectures over the past lO years , M U S A had
presented such facts and data to Individual Group Crganizations, many of them, carrying several Academtic Degrees had no
knowledge to the facts and data , yet all the data had been presented and reviewed by some=sort of Scientific Academy of
Sciences.
At the tinte, M U S A could only conclude, that the White Civilized educated world had two different classifications for any
individual science.
These categories can be identified today. (l) The ELITE SCIENTIST, and (2) THE ICNORANT AND STUPID
SCIENTIST. None of their scientific data can correlate into one science.
CONTINUUÉJÍ This Conclusion by M U S A could not or would not be permitted to be put to sleep or
rest, as Four lndían Girls had read in Social Study Books by New York Education Standards that stated ABERICAN INDIANS
CAME FROM ASIA.
These Indian Girls, daughters to M U S A , had seen and studied the certified Copyrighted data. Ranging in age at the time from
7, 10,11, and 13 years; knew beyond a question doubt, that there was NQ scientific data or references that could support the
Statement found in Social Study Books. The 7, and 13 year old set about and got permission to do a special Paper for extra credit
proving the Social Study Books in their statement was in error at the Public School they were attending.
The children turned in their Papers, and were surprised to learn that Instructors would not discuss the papers. The 7 year
old watched the Teacher read paper, than threw the paper into the Class Í‘Jaste Basket in front of all the classmates.
The children were hurt and perplexed but not discouraged. They soon learned that to prove their point, that the ,American
Indian did not come from Asia, it would have to be made into a Video. The Video Time came to alittle' oifer‘35 minutes. long,
presented in three parts:
l. Proving the Indian did not come from Asia.
(a) The Vero and Melbourne Man Archaeology Finds, . (b) Anthropologist created the Idea because of the ESKIMO, (c) The
ESKIMO was once a World Power as an Empire,
(l) The Asian Countries the ESKIMO ruled including part of Africa (2) The Technic used to conqueror,
(3) Anthropologist would have to change the identity of the India;
from American Indian to Native American, to teach this Concep in Universities,
2. Evídences and data proved conclusuvely, there was a more recent Ice A(
not recorded in everyday subjects of' Universities and colleges, _(a) The Vero and Melbourne Man gives this data and the time
the event
happened, (b) The DINOSAUR Find in the Black Hills, South is this same time, Ice Age. Like the Vero and Melbourne
DINOSAUR find will be conf'iscated and closed down from review, (C) A future Indian Geology and Archaeology Find that
will be
confiscated and closed down. Data gives the exact locations.'

